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OPERATIONAL ANAL YSIS

KURSK

Salient Points and Basic Strategies
by Neil K. Hall
Mr. Hall is one of those good friends that SPI is for tunate enough to garner. He greets us (and helps
us) at many co nventions; provides intelligent and
incisive cr iticism; in teracts in an independent but
friendly and constructive style on products and
systems in products (particularly rules) , The terrific thing for SPI is tha t Neil is a prime example of a
fa irl y substantial bod y of people who transcend
the simple customer relatio nship with SPI and are
in fact part of its basi c identity and res ource , Without such pe ople as Neil, SP I would be just another
small publisher in a special interest field .

-Redmond

Kursk: The Battle
Many wargamers have heard of the battle for Kursk, the major strategic offensive
campaign in the East that broke the back of
the Werhmacht during World War II, but few
know the details. Like many wargamers, my
own knowledge was sketchy and for the most
. part based on hearsay. A few books mention
the campaign, but fewer go into detail.
For example, shortly"after I started this
article, I read The First and the Last by Adolf
Galland, the noted German pilot and Luftwaffe commander. 1 was struck by one passage in particular: "In July (1943) the German troops at Kursk lined up for the last
large~scale offensive. It was repulsed." Admittedly. his book concerns itself primarily
with the war in the air but nevertheless here
we have one of the top German leaders. the
man in charge of her fighter farces, stating
rather laconically that an offensive that was
the largest armored battle in history (including any to date) - involving more than two
million men, 6,000 AFV, over 4,000 aircraft,
and a tested battle plan whose basic strategy
had worked since the beginning of the war "was repulsed." The statement is true, but in
light of the facts, it elevates the understatement almost to the level of an art form. Given the size., feroc ity, and strategic implications of the battle, more needs to be said .
The German battle plan was elemental
and straightforward. The Eastern Front was
practically a straight line from the Baltic to
the Black Sea except for the bulge near Kursk
where the Soviet Kharkov offensive had been
stopped in March 1943. As a result of that offensive, and with the war going badly in Africa, Hitler felt he had to gain offensive control of the war. However, even he had doubts
about the forthcoming fight. On May 10
Hitler, after outlining his plan to his generals,
was asked by Guderian, "Why do you want
to attack in the East at all this year?" Hitler

replied, "You're quite right. Whenever I
think of Lhis attack my stomach turns over."
The general plan called for the Ninth
Army under Model to strike south from the
Orel'area and for Army Group South under
Manstein to go north. Kursk would be the
goal of both forces. The armies would have
to fight their way through 60 to 75 miles of
enemy territory - that was taken into account - but, to date, the panzers had always
managed to achieve their goals by punching a
hole through the front line so that the infantry could exploit the breach to advantage. At
Kursk, however, this was not to be.
There are many reasons why the attack
failed. The "Lucy" spy ring, headquartered
in Switzerland and operated by Rudolph
Rossler, a German World War I veteran completely opposed to Nazism, intercepted the
plan. Copies of Operatjons Order Number
Six, code named Zitadelle (Citadel), dated 15
April 1943, reached Zhukov and other Soviet
leaders before the order was r~ceived by the
German field commanders! Hitler himself
delayed the attack from the first part of May
until 4 July because he wanted the new Panther tank (Panzerkampfwagen V) to be available for the fight. The delay added a few
hundred, but the Soviets used the additional
sixr.y days to increase t.he strength of their reserves by 750/0 and to build at least four more
defensive lines: in the north facing the Ninth
Army, and around Kursk itself.
Whether the May attack would have
succeeded or not is a question which cannot
be answered with any certainty. However, the
July attack did take place and, as Galland
wrote, "It was repulsed . "
The German Army, attacking with the
major portion of the total war strength available to the Werhmacht, was without doubt
the finest strike force in the world at the time .
Morale was high, the commanders experienced, and the equipment the finest available.
By 10 July, Model's Ninth Army had achieved about six miles of penetration while in the
south Manstein's group achieved gains of 25
to 30 miles before being stopped by the Soviet reserves. In one week the finest attack
force in the world was shattered and stopped
cold; approximately 70,000 men were killed
and almost 3,000 tanks were destroyed. Then
the Russians counterattacked .
By 23 July, the Russians had not only recovered all the ground taken by the Germans
but had made significant inroads into the
Orel area as well. By the third week of August, the Russians had taken Orel, were facing Bryansk, and were besieging Kharkov in

the south . In doing so, they effectively destroyed about 100 German divisions .

Eric Goldberg's Kursk: The Game
A complete description of the game mechanics and components would be redundant. The write-up by Mr. Goldberg in
MOVES 49 (February/March, 1980) and the
review by Mr. Thomas Hudson in MOVES 51
(June/ July, (980) cover this ground very
well . There are a few points, though, that deserve comment.
The finished components of the game
are a maze of calor, with the red , pink, green,
and grey counters . However, it is immediately apparent that a great deal of thought has
gone into the layout (my compliments to Mr.
Redmond Simonsen). For example. all the
armored units have a band across the bottom
of the counter for ease of identification in
play. Since the .headquarters units have the
same band, it is obvious that HQ units have
mech movement too .
The layout of the map board is also
clear. The shape of the Kursk salient is easily
delineated by the red and blue fortified
hexes . The Terrain Effects Chart details both
the terrain and the fortifications in play during each scenario. I could not find any ambiguous terrain hexes, either.
However, there is at least one omission
as I see it: there is no victory point value for
Belgorod (see accompanying addenda). The
only other problem with the map is the trigger hexes for the Soviet off-map May reserves are not complete. These hexes should
be marked on the map as triggers because the
German player, while knowing the values of
Lgov and Kursk, might forget the others (as I
did in one game - I was forcibly reminded
when I saw the hordes of Russian tanks all
around me). The German has a good chance
of reaching Oboyan, and may reach Belev or
Sukhinichi (by accident or as the result of a
trap as there is nothing for the German to
gain by attacking toward the north or east).
The Belgorod omission was obviously a "human error" while the trigger hexes were
probably an oversight by the designer or the
play testers .
There is one area of the map which
might occasionally cause a problem. A fight
will often devleop in the southwest part of
the map during the August scenario because
the west side of the salient is Lightly held by
both sides and because the German reinforcements arrive in that area. However, the
Terrain Effects Chart is in this corner of the
map and, as all good wargamers know, the
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"map edge is the edge of the world" syndrome can become a factor. I t is easy to overlay a he x grid on the Terrain Effects Chart as
the terrain is mostly clear in that area. This
will cause a problem only occasionally, at
least in the games I've played, because the
Soviet player can't quite get through the German defense in time to do a lot of damage before the reinforcements arrive. Overall, I was
quite pleased with the map presentation and
the counters with their color coordination by
command. Disregarding the human error
fa<.:lOr, the map and counters are up to the
standards Mr. Simonsen has set for SPI and,
for that matter, fo r the wargame industry.
When the counters are punched out and
set up on the two Deployment Displays, the
importance of the color coordination is evident. Each of the German Armies and Soviet
Fronts are arranged by one specific color
combination. This not only speeds setup, but
also greatly increases the speed of play because each corps must be kept together and
it is relatively easy to !'opot a dark green unit in
a stack of grey ones . The Deployment Displays help here too because there is no tabular listing of the units under each HQ per· se.
Without the Di splays, a player wouldn't
know if he had dropped a unit on the noO!' or
ifhe had too many units in play.
Even with the Displays, setting up the
game is time consuming. First , you have t,o
put all 360 combat units and step reductions
on t.he Displays. Then you have to go
through the paragraph describing the scenario in use and put each HQ into the noted
hex along with all of the units under it. You
then have to check the letter designation of
each uni t to see if it is in play or if it's a reinforcement that will show up later, and you
also have to determine the strength of the
unit. Needless to say, set- up takes 30 minutes
to an hour, based on your familiarit y with the
game and how well pieces were sorted to
begin with . Finally, after much hunting and
sorting, the players set up their pieces, leaving the HQ's in the location noted in the
rules.
There are a few <.:ounter "glitches"
(which are noted in the following addenda,
page 19), but most are quite minor. Overall,
the physical systems are quite acceptable,
very atl ract ive, and functional.
The rules are quite detailed and complete. To date there have been very few questions on them . There are a few " gray" areas,
bUlthis will always be the case with any game
beyond the Monopoly level of complexity.
One paragraph should be noted: The
Warning (0 Experienced Garners on the back
of the rules folder (it means what it says!). In
discussing the rules with Mr. Goldberg, we
found that the rules as writren are usually
correct in what they say, and are clear enough
to eliminate much of the "interpretation"
many gamers are wont to imply. For example, Cases 9.76 and 9.78 taken together allow
an overruning unit to retreat into an enemv
Zoe. Obviously, retreating in to a vacant he~
which is in an enemy ZOC is contrary to
"normal" wargame rules. The reason for
this exception is that an overrun retreat is different from an ordinary combat retreat in
that the direction of the overrun retreat is
specified and a retreat is required if the
enemy stands.

It is worthwhile emphasizing this warning . This game does have many oJ the
mechanics inherent to other East Front
games, but it has any number of subt le differences which can easily "trap" an experienced player. Some players may asssumc
that because of the similarity to other games ,
rules like those governing ZOC to ZOC
movement are the same as in other games .
We played the game 5 or 6 times before Cases
8.32 and 5.22 soaked in: .. A unit which disengages in a given Movement Phase may nO!
enter an Enemy-controlled hex during that
Movement Phase." This means that even if
you have the movement points 10 leave the
ZOC, you cannot re-enter another ZOC during that phase. The reasoning here is obvious
when you think about ii: it forces you to keep
your armor in reserve. I f the armor is in the
front line it can ' t pullout to strike
somewhere else during that Movement
Phase. However, I <.:an't remember any other
game with this rule and we assumed that
movement from "ZOC to clear to ZOC" was
legal. As stated , we assumed ... and we were
wrong .
These rules are meant to be read and
used as written. Granted , a player can change
any rule to suit his whim. Personally, I like to
playa game as the designer/ developer meant
it to be played . If I want to design a game or
variam I will do so, but in general and especially while learning a game, I want a hard
"bible" to go by: one with answers to all the
questions I will came up with, and organized
so that the answers are both easy to find and
to understand. Kursk does a better than average job here - the rules are good.
Kursk is a clear. step fonvard in the Slate
of the art of wargaming and, as such, has a
number of innovations (with valid if not necessarily obvious reasons for inclusion).
There are a few quite interesting variations that can be developed from these rules.
For example, Case 5.51 does not allow a German unit to infiltrate (move ZOC to ZOC)
across a dragonlOoth or river hexside. Case
5.56 does not allow a Soviet unit to infiltrate.
However, Cases 6. 16, 9.76 (retrcats) and 9.78
allow an overrunning unit to retreat into an
enemy ZOC and do not prohibit re treats
across dragontooth or river hexsides . YOll
can develop a very vicious lactic to exploit
these rules (see Figure I), There are also times
when a unit can use the "infiltration by overrun" tactic to extricate itself from a trap.
Some attention should be dra ....-' n to the
Combat Results Table and the entire attack
sequence. This game is one of the few I' ve
found that throws a great deal of un<.:ertainty
into almost every attack. The value of the u ncertainly is ob~ious : for once an attacker
knows Lhat he has to do more than get 3: 1
odds (or whatever) to win the attack. The
reason for the uncertainty lies in the CRT
and the attack sequence. The CRT was designed to be non-svmmetrical - 't here are
some instances (es·pecially when different
Modes are in volved) when a high die roll will
actually give you a worse <.:ombat result than
a low one. Although the effect is frustrating
for the attacker, it does not occur often
enough 10 significamly affeu the game and it
does add a bit of real ism by cutl.ing down the
luck of the die, especially when your opponent is a lucky roller.

A part of the combat sequence worth
noting is the defender's option to avoid losses
in exchange for retreats. The maximum
length of a retreat, dictated by the defender's
Mode, in turn limits the defender's ability \0
retreat. This means that an attacker cannot
predict, the results of an attack , and his entire
strategy, for as much as IZOJo of the game,
can be foiled by the defender simply doing
something the attacker did not plan on. A
single !'otack can conceivably be attacked as
many as'six or seven times in one turn, and
since the attacker will often make as many as
ten or more different aUacks on any given
turn, it is easy to see how the "fog of war"
has been built into this game, at least as regards predicting combat results.
Needless to say, having six or seven attacks against a single stack would be expensive, but it can be worthwhile. One such attack is shown in Figure 2, wherein the German units defending the village ,of Tomarovka (hex 1818) can be subjected to two overruns in the first Movement Phase, a regular
attack in the first Combat Segment" an
Assault Mode attack during the second Combat Segment, and possibly two more overruns during the Mechaniud Movement
Phase . Although the German player would
probably retreat rather than face all these attacks , he might decide it was worthwhile to
sacrifice a unit to slop a Soviet offensive in
that area, or to cause unacceptable armor
losses to the Soviet player. Since the Soviet
player does nO! know how the German player
wi Ii react (and vice versa), the "fog of
war" concept is brought out for both sides.
The combination of the CRT design and the
multiple overruns/ attacks create nasty surprises for both sides.
Personally, I like the idea of trying to
outguess my opponent and do not like the
foreknowledge inherent in most games and
CRT's. Even though it makes a wargamer's
life ea!'oier when he knows he can't lose an attack, an actual combat situation cannot be
predi<.:ted - you never know when a company commander in an untenable position is
going to refuse to surrender because he
doesn'l have the authoriy to do so ("Nuts! ").
Both players have to make decisions during
"real-time" - they can't just set up an attack, roll the die, and have the assault come
off with expected results. This makes the
game significantly different from all other
wargames I've played.

The Game vs Reality
SPI stands for Simula tions Publications, Inc. A simulation (according to my
1957 college dictionary) is something that has
the external characteristics of something else.
In wargames we have a paper model of a real
life event. Sin<.:e no game is perfect, the game
designer / developer has to build mechanics
into the simulation that at win three goals.
1. Given the historical data, the end result of
playing a simulation wargame. should approximate the real-life results;
2. The mechanics of play should give you a
.. feel" for the more important aspects of
the real life event or at least those aspects the
designer/ developer wants to emphasize;
3. The mechanics of the game should exemplify for the player something of the history
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and t.he strengths and weaknesses of the units
and equipment in play.
Jim Dunnigan has often said that a
\vargame is a paper time machine used by a
game designer to show his view of a past
event. I believe t his is valid. It has been my
observat ion t hat a good simulation is often a
good game, but a good game is rarely a good
simulation.
Kursk is an excellent simulation , one of
the best J've seen, and a good game, especially in the August scenario.
We played the July scenario a number of
times using the hisrorical plan of attack and
found thai the game results modeled history
very dosely. For example, as the German
player, I usually advanced somewhat farther
in the north than Model did (2-3 hex rows vs
the one hex row a<.:hieved by the Ninth Army)
while I could usually get to Oboyan in the
south ; then the Soviet reserves would show
up and push me back to the start line . In the
meantime, a Soviet assault force would strike
from the north toward Orel, usually making
a fairly deep penetration before being stop-

* Kej

ped. The Victory Point total usually resulted
in a draw or a Soviet tactical victory, with the
Soviet taking just about the same terri tory
that he did historically! We were quite surprised at exactly how well the game modeled
history.
[n general, then, Kursk does meet the
fi rst criteria I set as a good historical simulation of what actually happened, and it
therefore shows what would probably have
happened if the Germans had used a different axis of attack .
Criteria two: What about that overworked word "feel"? From reading the rules
and playing the game I believe the heart of
the game is in its Command System. The
German player has to think in te rms of moving corps containing many units, and keeping track of their localion with respect 10
their HQ's for supply and artillery support.
This is very different fro m finding a spare
unit or two to set up an attack or gel better
odds. It does give the game a "feel" that is
different from any ot.her game I've played . [
orten found myself thinking in terms of: "I'll

shift part of the 20th east to join with the
46t.h and use the armor of the 47th to lry to
exploit through towards Dmitriyev-L'gorskiy, and then shift. the GvE (Group von Esebeck) armor to reserve in t.he northwest. .. "
Effectively, I was thinking in terms of moving a corps to do a job and of positioning the
appropriate HQ's for artillery and supply. I
found myself thinking as \vould a front commander facing many of the same problems of
command and logistics . I believe this is what
Mr. Goldberg wanted to emphasize and I
think he did so remarkably well.
Does Kursk show the history of the
situation and the thinking or the leaders ,
Stalin and Hitler? I think so. The Soviet p[ayer is limited on the number of reserves he ean
activate and is always faced with the choice
or granting Victory Points to get his reserves
in play quicker or delaying the reserves one
or even twO turns to save the points . (Remember, al this point in the war, the Soviet
high command was st ill worried about Hitler
being able to alta<.:k Moscow again.)

hex (2811) to trup So,·iet CF 160 / 24 out of suppl)' and d.,troy it. <:reatln~a breakthrough l·ia infiltration hl" owrrun.

Figure 1: Infiltration by Overrun
The German player faces a typ ical defense of 1he WCSt
side of the Kursk salienl. His goal is to surround and
trap Cl' / 60!24 (Cent rat From , 60th Army, 24th
Corps), and 10 achieve a bre<lk throuRh towards Lgov.
The beSI sequcnce of mo ves fo t the Ger man player is
as fullows:

1. 2nd/ 13! 327 and 2nd / 13 / 340 (2nd Arm y, 13 Corps,
327th a"d 240th Di visions) oVerrun CF! 60nO in hex
2912. If the Suviel un il .. .
a) Sta nd s, rClrCa( one German unit (2nd / l3 ! 327) (0
hex 2811 , thereby surmund ing the CF/ 60/ 24 in hex
2711.

bl Ret reat s to eil her hex 3012 or 291.1. a brea kl hrough
three hexes wide wilt be achi eved upon the d""ructi on
otTF/ 60/24 in hex 2711.
c) RelreatS to hex 2812, a break lhroug h occurs b)' a n
.\tack on· CF 160/ 24 in 2711 and <:"1 YF/38 /? (a Suviel
untried unit) in hex 2511.

5. Th e German 7t h Corps is in Assault Mode;

2. 2nd/ 13/ 1Scc moves (0 hex 3012 ( if CF/ 60/30
retreats 10 hex 2913 or 2812) or (0 hex 2911 a., needed
10 inlcrdict Soviet units in the area.

6. During the Mechanized Movement Phase , the
2ndSS moves out (overrunning CF/ 60124 if it has survived previous attacks) and expand, the breakthrough.

3. 91h / 2U!7 2 (10 be re·subordinated to the 13th or 2nd
SS during the Organization Phase) moves to aid up·
coming attack s, or to hex 2811 if Soviet unit rCtreal S.

The main value of the potential of "infiltration by
overrun" is that it will often force an enemy to retreat
when he d oes n 't want to, because friendly units can
rei reat into otherwise impenetrable defensive terrain .

4. The 2ndSS (all three unil s) . Ian in hex 1910 and
mC)ve 10 he x 2710 fur an attack on CF/ 60/ 24.
therefo re, Ihe 2nd/7/ 68 attacks (he Sovie t division in
hex 2511 firs t. and then CF/ 60124 during the Second
Com bat Sec(ion, probabty destroying it.
•
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Figure 2: Multiple Attacks

- 2. The pmbable result is 2. Soviet 51eps loS! for I German st ep lost . This time [he Soviet unit can no! retreat ; it mus, occupy the hex and la ke the otep losses.

An example of muhiplc a!tacks agai nS I one German slack is omlined below. In Ihe in-

8. T he final positions o f the unil s arc indicated il\ Figure 4 . The net resul[ oflhe attack
wo uld be two German units worth 7 steps des troyed at t.he cost of six Soviet in fa ntry
steps loS( (which indudes the 6Gd! 89Gd division in hex 1819) and fo ur mecha nized
llllit , tep lo"es . This type of attack is usually successful, but the COst is high .

[ere, [ of simplici[y, anillery and a nti-lank have been de leied . II should be noted that
this attack i ~ qu ite cos[ly for bot h sides and s ho uld no[ be made unless ,he tactical si, uat io n de mands iI .

,

1. Vr/.15G d C orps (Voro nezh Frolll/3 Sth Guard, Corps) in hex 1819 overruns the
German :lr'd / 16 ~ and .1 rd l2 13S divisio n.s (3rd Panzer Corps / 168 and 213S Divisions) in
hex \8\ 8. The re.>ult is on lhc "0 or Ie,," column of the CRT and i.s probably) Soviet
s' cp~ Illst for I German sl er losT. The So"iet unil must reaea! and moves irno hex 171 9
(an .xample o f "in fil! rat ion by overrun," see rigure I).

.

2. Vrl2GT and Vr/ 5GT tank units OVerrun the Ge rman units in 1818 (30 allack
pllints vs. 6 S'cps equa ls 4 column shifts 10 the left and a + I On the die roll). The pm b·
abk resul t is O il the" 10-13" column of the CRT and is probably 2 Soviet steps lost 1'01'
I Ge rm a n step lost. Again the Soviet player reuea[ s , with lhe VF/2GT laking [he step
loss and moving in to hex 1819 and the YF/ SGT moving back to the overru n inilialioJl
hex of 1919 .

3. The 6Gd/ 89Gd uni, is mo ved to he x 181910 ,uppon the upcoming attack s.
4. Figure 3 show, the positio ns at the end o f the !:'irst Movement Phase . l)\lri" g the
fj r~t Auac.:k Segmenl . lh(;Te are 61 Sovic[ attat: k points vs. 5 German steps. wilh a 2
"olumn defen, i"e shi ft [ 0 [he ieI'I and a + I modi fica,;on to the die rol \. The resull
from [he "42- 49" col\lmn probably indicates 2 Sovie, . teps lost for 2 German stCp, lo,t .
5. During the Second Attack SegmeTlt (the 6[h Guards of [he Vo ronezh Fron[ are ill
AS.;ault Mou e), lhe o(;d ! 22Gd and lhe 6Gd/23Gd unil ; uttack [he German stack with
24 attack po in,s "s . 3 sleps , wit lt a 2 columLl de fen sive shifr to the lefl. T he resu lt fro m
the" 14-li" cnlumn is probably 2 So viet steps lost I'llI' \ Ger ma n step lost.
6 . Durin!1. 1hc Mechanized l"lovemem Phase, [he VF / SGT overruns l\lC <";erman p()~i .
lion Wil l; 15 a[ tack points V.I . 2 s teps and a 4 co lumn shifr ro the le f[ ([0 [he "0 or less"
column ). Wilh 2 I tcps the die mod ifie r is - I . The probable result is 2 So\'ic, Sleps loS!
for} GCTman step 10sl _The Soviet unit a,gain re(re31S o ne hex.
7. The second overrun is conduc ted by 'he YF! 2GT unil with 10 a ll ""k poilll s. The
column shi fts aga inst result in using the "0 o,. l e~s" colu llln, wit h a d,e roll modifier of

Figure 3: Position at the End of the First
Movement Phase

Choices like these are always good in a
game - they make a player think. Of course,
Ihe burden of the attack is on the German
player - he mUSl fight through to a terriwrial objeclive withoul losing the majori ty of his
army. In doin g so, the number of Viclory
Points he will give up for dead units can be
unbelievable . Taking Kursk and crushing lhe
Soviet army wouldn't have done Hitler any
good if his major fighting force was destroyed in the process . This means the German
must (repeai: must.') take his objectives at a
relatively low cost to his own forces. He can-

Figure 4: Positions at the End of the Soviet
Player-Turn

not win just by destroying the Soviet Army;
the combat system will probably decimate his
own army in the process; he must, as planned
by Ihe hisrorical commanders, encifcle a part
(or, preferably all) of the units in the Kursk
sal ient. T his is in line with I he overall stralegic necessities of the war itself. I think the J uIy scenario does in ract meel all three criteria
for a good simulation. II is an excellenl
model of the real bailIe, not only in the expected outcome but in giving the players a
good feel for the fight itself in the role of an
overall front commander and for the real

restrictions the actua l commanders had to
operate under as well.
Is Kursk a good game? This is a difficult
question to answer because it is very subjective . What comprises a good game? In general, l feci a good game should include the
following :
l. II has to make me think . I enjoy a game
like Midway or Ogre upon occasion, and the
Napoleonic Quads are fun Jor a change of
pace, but I like a game that requires my full
concentration and skill.
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2. Both sides must have a reasonable chance
for a victory, preferably based on skill and
enterprise. Although it is often difficult for
the German player to win at Kursk, he does
have quite a few options at his disposal which
can be used to surprise the Soviet player. Further, as previously noted, the Sovict player
can surprise the German, too . The July scenario does give the German a fighting
chance, but the odds are against him. He
must plan thoroughly and take advantage of
every opportunity that brings him closer to
his final goals . The short number of gameturns denies either player the time to really
change his primary objectives once the fight
starts (you can't start a major offensive to
take Kursk from the south and then decide to
shift to the west to crush the pocket and
take Lgov instead). This game requires preplanning on a strategic level, and then working ou t the necessary tact ics to get the job
done.
3. A good game requires action (translation :
blood.'). This game does have that! The loss
rate for both sides is enormous, although it
sometimes is not directly obvious exccpt for
the large number of step loss counters on the
infantry units . This loss rale, by the way,
reflects the basic parameters of the battle
itself in that the German offensive w·as committed to fight through ro their objectives in
the hell-for-leather fashion while the Soviet
Army was com milled to fight to the last man.
4. As an adjunct to combat action, a good
game should have a 1m of movement. In this
respect thc July scenario does not measure
up, primarily because of the nature of the
battle itselL There is movcment , of course,
cspecially by the German armor when the Soviets are on the offensive, but in ge neral, it is
limite.d 10 a few hexcs at a time to set up or
block an altack . The only significnt movement occurs during the first turn or two, and
later if t he Soviets achicve a break through
which the German armor ha~ to Stop. A German breakthrough usually doesn't go too far
. before it stops due to the lack of t[OOPS needed to support the break and protect the ex ploiting armor.
5. Ideally, thc defender should start weak
and get strong whi le the attacker suffers
from the· attrition of thc fight. Kursk has
these factors built into the game . The Soviet
reserves are simI,' in showing up where they
are needed (but thcy do arri ve !) and the German reserves are few to begin with (a maximum of fivc divisions, and four of these only
if he is winning!).

Kursk is a good game in that it meets 4
of the 5 criteria I personally set for a game .

Strategy and Tactics:
Kursk in July
We played the July scenario a number of
times to learn the game and establish play.
The first fcw ga mes were played wit h the historical axis of atlack to see what happened.
Unfortunately (I was usually the German
player), the historical attack seemed doomed
to failure, so I tried a variation. The west side
of the Kursk salient is always very lightly defended by both sides. The 48th Panzer, the
3rd Panzer, and the 2nd SS Panzer Corps
were sent to crush the southwest corner of
the salient, and equally strong forces to at-

tack the northwest corner. The object of this
attack was to try to crush the pocket instead
of cutling it off. I limited my immediate
goals to the taking ofSudzha (hex 2413, for a
gain of 3 German Victory Points plus a 12
point loss for the Soviets), Dmitriyev-L'gorskiy (hex 3415, for another 4 poil1l swing) and
Lgov (hex 2915, for an 18 VP swing and a
supply of German reinforcements). If the
fight went weill would push on tOwards Kursk.
In general, I was able to accomplish
these objectives, although the fight around
Lgov was usually a hard fought battle and a
toss-up as to whether or not it would fall, I
can report .that once, by a great and daring
ruse, I was able to take Kursk - my opponent
was tricked by a masterfully planned attack
and left the east-west road between Lgov and
Kursk open, allowing the 13th Corps HQ to
run like mad towards Kursk (he blew it on the
last game-turn!), That one was fun! Usually
though, unless I was able to destroy the
Soviet line on the first few game-turns, I was
not able to do much better than a draw.
It should be noted that the balance of
power will shift with almost every PlayerTurn. I would make an attack and then set up
what I felt was a good defensive position.
The Soviets would counterattack and either
trap some of my units or threaten all kinds of
things down the line. I would respond to
these threats, blow a hole or two in the line,
and perhaps advance, making it look like the
game was almost won. He would then come
back, causing me to suspect that the Eastern
Front was not a very nice place to be in July
1943 . The interesting part of the game was
that neit her player could foresee the significant shifts in the balance of power which
took place every Player-Turn. Until we learned the value of the Soviet counterattack in
the immediate area of t he battle and elsewhere (more on this in a moment), I could occasionally "blow him away" or at least
achieve a draw.
Curiously, the most effective strategy we
found for the Soviet player is: attack! We
noticed that whenever the German army was
retreating, I would bounce my armor reserve
corps around like tennis balls, attacking the
Soviet thrusts to counter them. The Soviet
version of this type of "brush fire" coumeraltack in the area of a German attack is effective, too, but carrying the concept one step
further is even more effective - the Soviet
player can starr battles in two or three other
arcas much earlier than expected.
In one game the Soviet player hit hex
1220 with massive artillery and infantry on
the first Game-Turn, keeping some armor
from the Southwest Front Reserve both in
reserve and in the attack . Being in Assault
Mode on the 72 + column (counting artillery), I decided my 5-step infantry division
commander was basicallv sane because he
ran like all hell was after'him. Using the armor, the Soviet player expanded the bridgehead, and the next thing I knew, my attack
had been redirected from Kursk to Kharkov.
He eventually took Belgorod and was adjacenl to Kharkov when the game ended.
He also set up an at lack from the north
toward Orel which kept my main armor reserves busy simply c.ontaining it. This meant I
had to use all available strength to contain
the Soviet assaults instead of forcing the

fight towards my objectives. During the next
game, I was prepared and stopped the
assaults, but the cost was high and again my
own altacks suffered. Overall, the best Soviet defense we found is several selected assaults to draw off German strength before
the Gcrman can make deep inroads into the
Soviet line.
For the German, the best bet still seems
to be the southwest and northwesl corners of
the salient. One attack variant which has
fairly good potential is to send the 48th Panzer and 3rd Panzer Corps to knock off the
far southwest corner around the villagc of
Krasnopol'ye (hex 1912) on the first attack,
and then to use mech movement to send the
armor toward Ryl'sk (hex 2911) for use during the next Game-Turn. The Soviet will have
to activate one or two tank army reserves located in that area, meaning some of the infantry reserves located in the far southeast
area will not get to the front in time to do
much good.
This plan requires getting the German
infantry to the center quickly, or the vaunted
panzers will do little more than hold the
front line! Therefore, the German must pay
particular attention to the placement of his
units, with an eye to clearing the road
through the southwest corner and being in
position to follow the armor to the center of
the salient immediately. This attack plan
does two things: first, it will bring a massive
concentration of armor and infantry to bear
on a thinly held line, allowing the Germans to
be in a position to blow a major hole in the
line, and second, it will force the Soviet to
respond to the German instead of the other
way around . As an additional benefit the
German will be threatening a Victory Point
hex (Sudzha, hex 2412) with fo rces to the
south and the new attack from the west.
In the north I usually try to take some of
the hexes around Mtsensk (hex 4330, for a
sv,'ing of 5 VP's), set up a coherent defense
with two or three reserve armor corps, and
make a few attacks to see what happens. In
general, I rarely have much luck coming in
from the north. The most I ever accomplished was to take Dmitriyev-L'gorskiy (hex
3415) in the northwcst corner of the salient.
"Lucy" is very effective in the north Zhukov is usually ready and waiting for
Model!
.
One other area bears watching, especially during the August scenario. The 4th Army
area is very weak (the far north edge of the
German line) and is subject to attack . If the
Soviets get one or two armored units into
that area, the German will have to send two
to four units to stop the Soviet allack. Although it is unlikely that a major threat will
develop in this area due [0 Soviet movement
problems, there i~ always the possibility of a
breakthrough allowing the Soviets 10 flank
Bryansk. The Soviet objective is primarily to
tie down German troops, since it is relatively
easy to prevent Bryansk from being overrun.
The German needs to counter the attack as
soon as possible [0 prevent toO many troops
from being needed.
Although we played the May scenario,
we did not explore it in as much detail as
cither July or August. Basically, the results
seemed to be similar to those of July in a
scaled-down version.
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Kursk in August
The August scenario is Ihe real sleeper!
By my criteria, it is a good simulation and a
very good game, especially with those uni ts
of the 3rd Panzer arriving in lhe nick of time.
As usual we set up the initial assaults
along the histori<.:al axis of attack. Tn the
north, the German (ried to hold Orc\, almost
lost the entire 9th Army, and finally stopped
the Soviet assault a few hexes f!"Om Bryansk ,
which is dose to what. actually happened . In
the south, the main bailie occurred around
Kharkov because the Viclory Poinl swi ng for
its loss is 100 big for the German to lose or t he
Soviet to pass up. In general, the Soviet took
Kharkov, the German pushed him back out ,
and then the final attacks by both sides determined the outcome of Ihe game . Here, the
Soviet player did not advance as far west as
the Soviet Armv did historicallv beca us e
there was no reason for him to do so in (he
gamc. This is a minor fault and nO[ WOrt h Ihe
addition of a special Victory Poinl he x in Ihe
west to lure the Soviet player into a I nlly historical solution. Besides, Kharkov was an extremely important Soviet objec tive - they
just couldn't take it, given the initial strength
of their altack. Therefore , given the histo rical Soviet axis of allack, Ihe game again
models historv well.
Why is this scenario a better game than
the others? The reasons lie in the special rules
for this scenario, which simulate the low German morale and (he damage done to the Get·man Army in July - the army had been beaten in a "fair" fight , something Ihal had never
happened before. All previous defeat s had a
" va lid" reason: Stalingrad ...,..as a trap <.: au ~ed
by the failure of the Axis allies to ho ld their
line and the bad weather, while rhe Non h
Afriea.defeat was caused by supply problems
and Ihe unreliability of the Italians .
After Ihe assault on Kursk, however, the
German army at the end of J uly 1943 was in a
state of shock and badly dama ged . This is rej1eeted in the first turn attack rules, allowing
the Soviet player to blast the Germans almost
everywhere with ex tra column shifts and
forcing th e Germans i o either sland and lake
very hig h losses or 10 relreal and lose the fortified line of defense and become disrupted .
The retrea t/ disrupted resul t mean ~ I he German player will lose the use of those units for
both th e first turn (the German player
doesn' t ha ve a first turn) and the second
turn . Since Ihis amounts to 25 070 of the game
the choice is difficult indeed!
The second rule reflects the shock of Ihe.:
defeat by limiting the number of attacks the
German can make withou t penally. The third
rule that is important is Case 21.46: "For th e
duration of the scenario subtract one from
every combat result affecting a Sovi et stack
in supply ... " The reason this rule is so important is that Soviet units arc vcry brittle. T hey
cannot take much damage without being destroyed. For the other two s<.:enarios this brittleness is corre<.:t; in the May and July scenarios, the Soviet player is on the defensi ve except for specific \:Ounlerallaeks and being
brittle is not a problem beyond preventing
him from going on an all-out offensive before he should. [n August, though , he has to
take the offensive and the Combat Results
Table does not allow even high odds attacks

to be made without the attacker taking signi ficant losses. The result of this rule is that the
Soviets can smash the German lines in the
north , probably trapping a number of German units. The Germa n player must then extricate himself and form a line which slowly
falls or is pushed back towards Bryansk . In
the south, however, it is a very different story!
As previously noted, both forces are
very weak on the west side of the salient.
However, the Soviet player does have tank
armies in the so uthwest corner of the salient
which can be used to blow through the German 7th Corps, resu lti ng in its destruction by
the end of the ga me, and then be employed to
roll up the sou lhwest pan of the German line
in th e area of Trostya nels (hex 1808). After
breac hin g the river line , the Soviet tanks and
what few infantry units that can keep up will
be cleaning up the a rea and for ming a defensive line to stop the German reinforcements
which will be corning from the north. The
Soviet should t ry for the German reinforcement hexes (0907 and 1107) and Krasnograd
(hex 0506, ...,..orth 25 Victory Points). Sillce reinforcements must enter on a given hex during their turn of entry, the Soviet player can
prevent Ge rman reinforcements from entering play by occupying the eight hexes around
the entry hexes . Granted , it is unlikely that he
will be ab le to hold all of these hexes, but he
can st.ill scare his German opponent and perhaps <.:hannel the German path of emry. This
is why I previously m entioned the Terrain Effects CharI. It can interfere with play. The
German player can use it as an anchor to
hold off the Russian attack or to block Soviet
movement.
The usual result of a Soviet attack in this
area is a tan k melee ove r a wide front, usually
with a dangling flank and never with enough
infantrv to fill t.he li ne. This bailIe can last
for thr~e or four turns - almost half of the
game - before being reso lved. This fight will
a lso determine the winner of the game for the
losses alone are very heavy fo r both sides. If
the German player reacts fast enough, he can
toss a few units into the fray to slow the Ru ssian lank assault for a precious turn, gaining
lime to activate his own off-board reserves
Oll Game-Turn Three. As usual, it is costly :
the Russian player will get 5 Victory Points.
Both Germa n off-board reserve units in the
area of the fight will hold the Soviet for
another turn. until 3rd Panzer Corps shows
up on Game-Turn Fo ur. By this time, the
Soviet forces should have broken through
around Kharko v, and lhe German player
mus t now decide how to split his forces to
deal wit h two very real threats. This is a difficult decision and, from t he standpoint of
good gaming, a good one for the player to
have to make.
Needless to say, the northern front is
also active . Since the Germans will have had
to redeploy troops , including the GvE Armored Corps , to hold the north flank of the
allack described above, the German defense
is weaker in the north around Orel and can be
ex ploited by thc Soviet player.
Al though t his attack has produced the
most interesting games for us, it is by no
means a "free w·alk " for the Soviet player.
He will have to work for his victory and the
end result will hinge on the German player's
ability to foresee the actual axis of attack and

to react to it. The German must defeat the
Soviet player in the "hand-to-hand" combat
which will result . This, by the way, is a graphic lesson in what happens when tanks go
hunting by themselves. Tank vs tank will
always be a wild fight, but tank vs tank plus
infantry is disaster fo r the player missing lhe
infantry. Again, the game reneets reality.
The basic Soviet strategy in all scenarios , and in August in particular, should be to
launch a number of attack ~ to overwhelm the
German player's ability to defend and t hereby force him to com mil his armored reserves
to the front. Once committed they are very
difficult to move elsewhere, and the Soviet.
especially in August, can then implement his
main line of attack to obtain his primary
goals of Bryansk , Kharkov and so on.
In the May and July scenarios, the German player should pick his goals and go
straight for them. In August, however, his
goal is to simply survive and wait for a Soviet
mis take . Given a bit of luck and a lot of skill.
the German player can then launch an attack
of his o wn to take a Soviet-held Victory
Point hex, o ne of the German victory conditions, and perhaps to cut off an extended attack and crush it.

The Curses of Kursk: Problems
Most of the problems of Kursk can be
summarized in one sentence: This is definitely a game for the simulation faction in wargaming, and secondarily for garners in general. For example, the strong point of the game
is its excellent ability to simulate t he battle
that was the turning point of t he "'··ar. Kursk
was a battle that is difficult to put into game
terms, but the game 's unsurpassed Order of
Batt le and its ability to show the problems of
controlling an entire fron l at the corps level
proves that it could be done . As a simulat ion,
it is one of the best games around. As agame,
it is just better than mOSI .
By definition, nothin g is perfect and
Kursk is nOt perfect. Some of t he problems
are the long set-up time, the long playing time
(abOut I to 2 hours per turn), the complexity
and the sometimes tedious combat resolutions: the many types of terrain that affects
Ihe combat resolution with column shifts,
and the intermediate steps like anti-lank gun
fire, artillery support, etc.
The set -up time is greatly helped by the
use of the Deployment Displays; however,
these could have been improved by the addit ion o f blocks for all combat counters and
their step reductions . In the May and June
scenari os, th is could be very important .
One o f the major problems can be trying
to determine which units begin at what
strength in each scenario. The system devised
by Mr. Goldberg, using the 21-letter designa-.
tions (with the location of the letter on the
counter to show strength reduction) that indicate whether a unit is in play or migh t show
up as a reinfo rcement , is comprehensive but
it is a lot of Irouble 10 have to look a l 360
unit s (720 if yo u have to look a both sides) to
see which uni ts are on station and which ones
are 10 be used in any given scenario. If all of
this information was included in a tabulated
li sling (the Deployment Displays would have
been an excellent place for the lists) of uni ts
and stt·ength vs scenario, the players would
ha ve a much easier set-up effort (see page 20).
{continued on page LLj
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UNIT

JULY

MAY

6Gd/IGd
172/1Gd(?)

12-5
3-2

AUGUST

12-5
3-2

12-5
3-2

9-3r·1

13-4r 3

18-4r 3

18-4r 3

9-3
18-4

STEPPE FRONT
10Tk/StF
IG M/StF

5th Guards CombinedArmsArmv
32Gd/5Gd
/0-4
12-5
33Gd/ 5Gd
10-4
12-5
97Gd/5Gd
4-2
4-2

10-4
10·4

4-2

27th Combined Arms Armv

26Gd/27
241127(?)
166/27(?)

5-2
3-2

155 / 27(7)
71127(?)

3-2

NA
NA

53rd Combined Arms Armv
49 / 53
8-4

75/53
252153(?)
84/53(?)

256/53(?)

8-4
3-2
3·2
3-2

12-5
3-2
3-2
3-2
3-2

W-4

10-5
10-5
3-2
3-2
3-2

10-5

3-2
3-2
3-2
3-2

10-5
3-2
3-2
3·2

MISCELLANEOUS
21st Combined A rms Army (c,c ,c)
61121
8-4c
1O-5c

69/21
174121(?)
95/21(?)

8-4c
NA
NA

10-5c
3-2c
3-2c

1O-5e
10-5c
3-2c
3-2c

8th Guards Combined Arms Armv(c,C,n)
4-2n
28Gd/8Gd
fO-4c
12-5c
29Gd/RGd 4
10-4c
12-S c
4-2n
4th Guerds Combined Arms Armv (c,c,c)
8NK/4GDj
4-2c
4-2c
4-2c
21Gd ! 4Gd
12-5e
J2-Sc
12-Sc
20GAi4Gd
14-6c
14-6c
J4-6c
47th CombinedArmsArmy
23/47
8-4c
52/47
8-4e
227/47('!)
N i\

1O-5c
1O-5e

3-2c

1O-5e
10-5e
3-2n

NOTES:

1. See addenda correction for counters, note 3.
2. The 6th Combined Arms Army headquaners is
placed in play during the August scenario , despite
not having any units to command.

3. See addenda correction for counters, note 7.
4. See addenda correction for displays, no te 2.
5. See addenda correction for displays, note J ,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
The fo llowing qu es tions are all answered in the
ru\c" but might require some int erpretation . My
thanks to Neil K. Hall for compiling this ,sect ion ,

Case 5.55: German Infiltration Movem,e nt
Q. If two German u nits arc.stacked at the start of
movement, could first one unit infiltrate , and since
both units are still in supply and adjacent, could
thesecond unit now infiltrate?
A . No, only th e first unit may infiltrate; however,
the second unit is now free to mo ve per normal
rules of movement,

Case 7.12: Stacking Point Values
Q. I, a German Kampfgruppen worth one or two
Stacking Points'! Case 7.12 says two, but the
COllllter designation is that of a regiment which has
a Stacking Point Value of one.

A. A Kg has a Stacking Poi III Value of two as per
Case 7.12. The designation Kg means an ad hoc
unit which could contain as few as 2,000 men and
still be an effective fighting division, Th e ke y is
that the unit remained structured as a division even
when sp lit off from the parem organilatio n. The
coun lers are no ted as regimcms (in accordance
with the official designa tion) because of the lowe r
manpower and artackstrength represen ted by a Kg.

Case 8 .12: When Zones of Control are Exertad
Q. Case 8.12 state, that Z<.~ nes of Control do no t
extend into city hexes . Does this inclUde both maj o r citie, and minor cities?
A. Yes.
Q. Do Zone, of Con tro l extend out of ~Ilcities?
A. Yes.

Cases 9,33 and 13.3: Restrictions on Combat
Resolution and German Anti -tank & Artillary
Q. If t wo Soviet mech units attack, one from a
clear hex and one from a~ross a rive r, and the German anti-lank fire eliminates Ihe unil a{[a(;king
from the clear terrain, does lhe German unit now
receive the defensive ,hift for I he river?
A. Yes .
Q, If the German artillery fire suppresses the unit
attacking from the clear hex, does the German
player receive the defen sive shift?
A. No, because (he artillery fire i> assumed to
strike all attacking uni ts and suppre,sion is nOI t he
same as elimination.

Case 9.45: Exp lanation of Combat Results
Q. If a .disrupted unit is in a stack, is th e entire
stack considered di sr upted if attacked , including
t he requ iremenl to rell'cat?
A, Yes , although t he attacker determines what
mode tile ddending lUlits are comidered to be in ,

c:ases 9.82 and 9.83: Advance after Combat
Q. If a unit is in a fr ie ndly entrenchment hex and
is the n eliminated as a resu lt of combat, ca n the attacker pass the enl renchm ent hex per Case 9.83?
A. No , Ih e limit Df advance is still t he elHrench·
ment hex i['.elf.

Casa14.31: Soviet U nit Breakdown
and Recombination
Q. Why are three Sov iet divisions wOrlh one
Soviet corps? Three divisions have a tOla l Step
Value of 6, while a corps has a Value of 5,
A. The Soviets were just slarli ng to operate on the
corps level a t this time in th e war and we re not effici,1ll in organiza[ion as when operating at the di vi sion · level. Kursk Stresses command control ~nd
Ihis is reflected in both the Step Values and the
Com bat Strengths fo r both players.

Case 19.43: Special Units
Q . The SS Wiking un it st arts in Independent Command; must it remain in Independent Command?
A. No.

Cases 19.62. 20.62. and 21.62: Soviat
Cond itional R ainforcemants
Q. Can the Soviet player activate some on-board

reserves if the German player reaches a trigger hex ?
A. No, only off-map formati ons may be activated
by the trigger hexes.

Case 20.43: Special Rules
Q. Ls there any limit on the number of resurrected
Soviet artillery and anti-tank units which may be
assigned to anyone reserve fo rma lion?
A. Yes , Case 20.62 state, thatrhe resurrected unit,
mu st be placed in t he headquarters' hex; therefore,
only one unit of each type could be al1ached to
each of the reserve formations, • •

Kursk Imnrinucd from page 18)
The long play time reflects the numerous decisions both p layers have to make, not
only during move planning , but also during
real-time v,.-hile play progresses . There are hasically three ways tp speed play of this game;

I. Close your e yes and charge! Actually, this
is not as bad as it sounds because if the altacker can concentrate sufficient force at the
r ight place, he can achieve.a breakthrough. \L
is unlikely t hai he \vill succeed, however, especia lly against a good player. The attacker
who plans ahead will keep t he defender off
balance and is the one w'ho has the best
chance of winning .

2, Use the Optional Command System, Case
11.6, This deletes t he need 10 keep t rack of all
units and t hei r respect ive HQ's for supply,
communications , and German artillery/ antilank fire. It allows any HQ in a for ma tion to
substitulc for another HQ.The disadvantage
of r his is that you will lose mos t of one of th e
best face ts of the game, the Command Control sys tem. For the gamer who is in a hurry
or more interested in just playing a game, this
rule will be of value. The gamer who is interested in the full simulation aspects of l he
game should not use thi s rule.

3. "No Peekee," optional rule 16. I (Limiled
Inrelligenee), Although this ru le helps the Soviet p la ye r more (he has more units to stack
in any given hex) , it will speed play by cUll.ing
down the extremely derailed planning before
every attack that is required by some players .
Players can s ti ll plan al tack s carefully, but
they will bc operaling wilhout complete
knowledge of the enemy dispositions. Actually, thi s isn ' t 100 bad. The CRT doesn't hun
the attacker 100 much unless he runs in[O a
stack wit h a high step coun\. The attacker
should pay enough attenrion to detail 10
k nov,' where th e large defending uni ts are
located , at least in a general way.
Two rules are most confusing, FirSl, lhe
overrun al tack/ movement is a significant exception to t he basic attac k and movement se quence. In particular the ahility of an overrunn ing unil to retreat into an enemy zoe
leads to some unusual and unreal tact ics. In
general, it m akes a line impossible to ho ld
unless very weak units such as Soviet divisions and German KG's are set up in every
hex with a s t rong back-up line (0 contain the
inevitable breaklhrough, Since it is not possible to cover every front li ne hex, bot h players
have to play for and expect an overrunlinfiltration break in their front line. On the plus
side, th is feature adds to t he "fog of ..,,'ar"
aspect of the game by making it impossible
for either p layer to know exactly what will be
t he net resu lt of the attacks in any given.
sector.
Second, the numerous column sh ifts required by terrain, supply, communications,
e tc., ca n be confusing. Generally'-, though, a
player will learn to count the shifts fairly
quickly. We usually ignore l'olumn shiflS for
anti-tank fire since the anti-lank unit~ tend to
"go away" fairly quickly. If terrain were a
factOr, even a 10-3-4 anti-lank unit would be
firing on the "0 o r less " column most of [he
time.
The on ly Ot her d raw back 10 the game is
the large numb e r of die ro ll s per !Urn. These
{COntinued on PQ~{! 25/
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the climactic episode in the history of the
War in the East. I feel too much effort was
expended on the OB to the detriment of development of systems truly capable of reflecting the problems faced by the twosides. I
wouldn 't have losl any sleep had the OB been
slightly inaccurate if in return I had played a
game which had taught me the problems
commander trying to crack a
faced by
toughened walnut with a small hammer. Instead I was shown how' this hammer could
first shatter the shell and then batter the nut
into submission .
The game is held together by a number
of good ideas which only succeed in creating
a rather shallow and gimmicky feel. In spite
of everything going against it , the game
manages to provide an extremely tight and
tense situation for the opponents to surmount. Unfortunately this was not the designer's staled intention and in consequence
he cannot accepl the praise that this achie vement would ordinarily warrant,
The history of the world contains many
"what-if's." Games too follow the same
trends ; what would Kursk the game have
been like if the designer had had more time,
more money for more counters, a bigger map
and so forth? Historically the Germans were
lacking in critical areas; the game reflects
many of the problems encountered.
Kursk is an enigma, both the battle and
the game . Historically il should never have
happened, yet did ; the game looks as if it
should ".,.-ork, yet does not come off. It is nOI
for me to recommcnd a cure, but it does seem
such a shame that so much effort should be
wasted for the amount of fine tuning required to achieve the designer's aims. Kursk held
so much promise but was too far beyond the
reach of the man who decided 10 grab the
nellie. Perhaps history has been repeated
afteral!. • •

the game. This couldn't be farther from the
truth. I didn't like the simulation of the battle but I thought the "game" was great. I
must have to have played it eight times. I
have never had so many last turn cliffhangers
in a game.
The game relied so much on the occupancy of Kursk and Ore!. As the Soviet player all my efforts were aimed at capturing Orel
once my reinforcements were triggered by
the German capture of Lgov. But the Germans had normally offset the balance so far
in their favor that they could reinforce
against a threat on Orel and still have sufficient strength to capture and hold Kursk
against the offensive potential available to
the Soviets a t that stage of the game - in the
two strategic victories outcomes Kursk was
being held by four very baltered steps of the
once glorious 2nd SS Panzer Korps!
As the German player one does well to
follow most of James Smolen's advice, except that the main aim should be to link both
thrusts - regardless of losses - to stand any
chance of having sufficient force to capture
Kursk. Also, never waste forces in reducing
Soviet units if they can be cut off (thanks to
good old infiltration movemenl- you should
have listened to your play testers, Eric).
The Soviet player seems to lack the mobility in crucial areas - particularly in his vital defense weapons, the anti-tank guns ,
which, as Class II units, struggle lhrough
friendly entrenchments trying to join stacks
sufficienlly strong to deter enemy assaull.
More often than not, they were overrun for
their trouble after falling behind their accompanying forces.
Soviet mobility is further impeded by
the less than helpful rail net and the strict
rules applied to their use. I f the German player is· careful in the timing of his attacks that
will trigger the reinforcements, he can be sure

that these forces will not interfere too much
with his offensive designs, These ahistorical
restraints thus force the Soviet player to keep
a large proportion of his anti-tank forces in
reserve, awaiting the inevitable German
breakthrough.
The German player can find a great deal
of success for very little effort . His efforts
should be based on careful planning of attacks designed to rip holes in the Soviet front
regardless of the state of the defense
prepared by his opponent. Despite warnings
to the contrary, he is able to shift forces from
the line if they cannOI make any headway to
points more likely to achieve a breakthrough. Once Lgov succumbs to the inevitable the only tenable Soviet· defense line is
four vital hexes nearer to Kursk . The German player will then have at least one turn to
organise his hammer blow assault and keep
his supply lanes free of interference from
partisans and the like. Psychological warfare
is another weapon in the Werhmacht's arsenal, especially if the armored forces achieve
the large penetrations early in the game. The
Soviet player is likely to be distracted from
his attacks on Orel and Belgorod if an early
threat is likely to capture Kursk .
As a game, Kursk is certainly a strain on
the grey matter for both players and can be
fun in a morbid way. Success does not depend on the whims of the die but rather on
the differing abilities of the players to
organise and coordinate their forces to gain
most benefit from the rules. Unfortunately
this puts less, rather than more, pressure on
the German player, thus throwing simulation
out of the window; the Germans should have
been made to sweat and strain for every hex
gained - just as they did historically.
In summary, I hope that I have stayed
within my brief by reviewing the game as the
designer demanded - i.e., as a simulation of
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a game . They are clean and well organized .
Empires for Two Iconrinu.dfrom Jlu~,91
The rules in particular were carefully scrutinEmpire better than the above procedure alized for discrepancies and inconsistencies
lows. In most cases, the Independent Emand very few were found . The only major
pires will cycle through good times and bad,
complaint I have is the lack of a unit tabuladepending on the luck of Ihe draw and geotion (as compared to the HQ listing given),
graphy (it's tough to be in the Western Mediwhich makes the set-up unnecessarily long
terranean when the Saracens are active), but
(see addenda). for its size this game includes
Ihey will rarely expand much. Under the
an amazing amount of information for so
more flexible management that a pla·yer can
small a package. It will teach gamers someprovide, however, it is quit e possible that
thing they may not have had to face before:
these smaller Empires can bloom rathe r nicethe problems of controlling a from at. the
ly. Of course, it is in your opponent's interest
corps level and how to cope with real-time
to see that your ventures with your allies fail,
decision-making during the course of an at- . and fail miserably.
tack. I will definitely recommend the game to
The procedure is by no means perfect,
serious gamers and especially to the gamers
and may not even be complete (hence 33 .21),
who wanl a simulation that is also a good
but it is the best compromise between efficigame. I would not recommend it to those
ency and simplicity lhal could be had;
players who want an Ogre or NA W level
It should be fairly obvious thai gaining
game, unless you are interested in expanding
alliances is not easy. A lot of ties are required ,
your gaming ability. 0 0
since the Court Areas tend to be the more
Editor'S Nota: The Kursk addenda and optional
prosperous, heavily populated ones. It is for
rules were compiled by Eric Goldbe rg, who wishe s
this reason that "C " result give the "'''hole
to express his thank s to Neil K. Hall, Michael
ball of wax. Also, note t hat when a non-playFlagiell o , and Doug Hen sley for their assistance in
er Empire draws a Leader Dies Heirless card,
this task . • •
then anyone with any ties has a chance ai getting an alliance. It thus may pay to establish
at least one lie with each possible Court.
I'd like to thank Mr. Jamie Adams for
his assistance with this project. • •

are necessary since the attack sequence allows for many attacks , especially anti-tank
fire. I don't consider this a major drawback
as it will help average out the luck factor in a
game, especially one with only 7 to 9 rums.
It would be worthwhile to mention two
more poinls of possible confusion, although
both are minor. First, the Indicator letter on
the counters does not correspond to the Unit
Manifest/ Order of Battle. The letters used in
the two systems refer to different subjects.
Second, the term " Line of Communication"
as employed in the game is differenl from the
usual usage (did I mention something about
a "Warning to Experienced Garners"?) and,
for once, actually means what it says: it refers to the approximate radio communication range between a unit and its commanding HQ . This is why the Line of Communication can cross an enemy unit or its ZOC; this
is the firSI ins tance where I have seen a realislic definition of the lerm in a game.

Opinion Time
My opinion of Kursk is obvious: I think
it is one of lhe best simulations of a massive
land battle in WWlI I've ever seen. It is a
good, albeit somewhat long, game. I can find
very little to complain about in the rules
which , to my way of thinking, make or break

a

